Easter Creative Writing

The Day Hattie Couldn't Stop Laying Eggs!

What was Hattie's normal routine?
What changed/went wrong?
What were the problems/results?
Did anything good happen?
How did the problem get solved?
How did the adventure end?
What happened? Where did he go? Who did he meet?
Why did he want/need an adventure? What was Bobby's daily life like?
What was Bobby's daily life like?
Why did he want/need an adventure?
Where did he go?
Who did he meet?
What happened?
How did the adventure end?
How is Bobby now?

When Danny Blew Up Like A Balloon!

Who is Danny?
What is his daily life like?
Why did his body blow up like a balloon?
What were the problems/results?
How did Danny get back to normal?
How is Danny now?

When Bella Bunny Got Stuck In A Hole

Who is Bella?
What was Bella doing before she got stuck?
How did Bella get stuck?
How long was Bella stuck for?
Who helped Bella?
How did Bella get out?
What was Bella doing before she got stuck?
How is Bella now?
When Bella Bunny Got Stuck In A Hole
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‘When somebody stole Easter’

Where did the story take place?
Who stole all the Easter eggs?
Why did they do it?
Who got the Easter eggs back?
How did they do it?
Was Easter rescued in time?

Easter Creative Writing

‘The Award Winning Chocolate Egg’

Where/When did the story take place?
Who created the egg? Why?
What was the prize? What award did it win?
Was there any jealousy or problems with the other contestants? What happened to the egg?
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‘The Enormous Carrot’

Where/When did the story take place?
How did the carrot get so big?
Was it good or bad that the carrot was so big?
What did the people in the story do with the carrot?
Were there any problems?
How did the story end?

Easter Creative Writing

‘The Day The Frogs Took Over’

Where/When did the story take place?
Why did the frogs take over?
Were the frogs good or evil?
What were the problems/results?
How did life get back to normal?
What is the situation now?
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*When Norman The Gnome Found Gold*

- Where/When did the story take place?
- What was Norman like?
- Where did he find it?
- What did Normal do with the gold?
- Did Norman have any problems?
- What is the situation now?